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SAFETY
HUMAN EXPOSURE TO RADON DECAYPRODUCTS

By A. I). Wrixon
Nationar Radiorogicar t'"f"ffii"T:,",å'ri#'iiir:dii¿þ?lä',Tü:" Kingdom oxrr .RQ'

SYNOPSIS
Aflc¡ dl¡ccall¡g thc vrrlrtlon ln crporurc to ndon decay productc, t[F euthor conslder¡ ¡ome ofthc dlflcrent
of rcducln3 thc h¡roful cffcct¡ locludlng lncrearcd vcntll¡tlon.

Introductlon

Much concern has been expressed about the radiation
exposures resulting from radioactive discharges from the
nuclear industry. Yet, on average, only about 0.1% of the
average person's exposure is due to this practice. The majority,
according to current estimates,r somewhat less than 9O%, of
the average person's exposure is ¡eceived from natural
radiation sources, the remainder being largely due to medical
procedures and fallout from weapons tests. The relative
magnitude of exposures from natural radiation sources has

been used, some might say over-used, by the nuclear industry
in an attempt to try to allay public anxiety about radioactive
waste discharges and, indeed, they do provide some sense of
perspective. But their relative magritude and, in some cases,

extreme variability,justifu a deeper consideration ofthem than
merely for the purpose of developing information to support the
use of nuclea¡ enerry.

It is assumed in radiological protection that any exposure to
radiation might cause harm to the exposed person or his
descenda¡ts. This assumption should apply to exposures from
sources of both artificial and natural origin; there is, after all,
no intrinsic difference between the radiations emitted by them
and their biological effects. Indeed, it is this fact that makes the
comparison of exposures from natural and a¡tiftcial sources
valid. Yet" in slra¡p contrast to the strict controls over exPosure
to a¡tificial radiation sources, relatively little attention hæ
been given to the control ofexposures due to natural radiation
sources. There a¡e va¡ious reasons for this; an innate feeling
that what is nah¡ral is without harm or, at least, acceptable; a
lack of recogr.ition that exposures may be controllable; and,
u¡rdoubtedly, a lack of public concem about them.

It is definitely not the purpose of this paper to create public
anxiety about natural radiation exPosr¡res but ratler to point
out that there are circumstances where exPostues could, and
probably should, be reduced. This is particularly so in the case

Table l: Annual Average Effective Dose Equivalents to the
UK Population.*

Sourcc

of indqor exposure to radon decay products, which is the
subject of this paper.

Sources and ExPosures

Apart from radon decay products, sources of exposure to
natl¡ral r,Ediation include cosmic rays, terrestrial gamma-rays
and radhaptive material in the body. The National Radio-
logical Prptection Boerd routinely assembles and analyses data
on all sources of human exposure to ionising radiation in the
LJK. A summary of tþ {ata from the latest reviewr is given in
Table l; doses from botlr nêtural and afificial sources are
given. The dose quantity employed is the effective dose
equivalenÇ which provides a common index of risk for uniform
and non-uniform irradiation of the body; it is expressed in
sieverts, symbol Sv. The unit used in Table I is microsievert
pSv, which is a millionth of a sieverL

The values for terrestrial garnma-rays and for radon and
tloron decay products a¡e currently under review-and may be

revised in the near future. Nevertheless, the table reveals that
radon decay products are the single most important sou¡ce of
exposure of the UK population.

Origin of mdon
Radon is a gaseous radioactive element with many isotopes.

Two of gonfequpnce occur in nature, radon-220 and radon-
222. TJne first isotope, radon-220, is known as thoron because
it occur¡ in the thorium decay Feries. The second' rudon-222,
which is commonly called radon, occu¡s in the main uranium
series. It is considerably more important than thoron in
radiological protection because of its longer half-life. Attention
here is therefore directed to ¡adot-222 and its common name
is used.

Uranium is widely dispersed in the earth's crust at low
concentrations. Uranium-238 is the head of the main decay
series and its best-known decay product is radium-226, the
immediate precursor of rardo*222. The amount of radium in
ea¡th materials is therefore the direct determinant of the

Âmount of radon generated by them. Since masonry building
materials a¡e ext¡acted from the earth, their radium content
reflects their origin.

lVhen rado¡r is generated in porous media such as rock and
soil or brick and concrete, sor[e enters the pores. Being a gas,

radon can move through a medium of this nature, and some is
exh¡ted at the surface. When it is exhaled from the g¡oud out
of doors, it is dispersed in the aEnosphere, and its
concentration in air is low. If radon enters a dwelling, either

A¡nusl
Dose
(l,sv)

Per centf
of tot¡l

Naturul
Cosmic
Terrestrial grnma-rays
Internal inadiation
Radon decay products
Thoroù dccay products

'1rt[ficial
Medical proccdures
Fallout from weapons
Occupational practices
Radioactive waste disposal
Miscellancous

Total

300
¿lO0

370
700
100

l4
l9
t7
32

5

2so
l0
9
2

ll
2150

l 1.5
0.5
0.4
0.1
0.5

100

' Values from thc 1984 ¡eview.l Thooc for terrestrial garnna-rays and
r¡don and thoroo docay products D¡y b revised in the near future.

f Values rounded for ease of a¡¡imil¡tion.
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Fþorc l: The immediate decay products of ¡arJß222.
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T¡blc 2: Radon Iævels in UK Dwellings from the National
Suney.

Tablc 3: Radon Levels in the Living Room of Dwellings in
Selected A¡eas.

Rcalon

Numbor of Me¡n
Drellln¡r R¡donConccntratlo¡

(Bq m-3)

Llvlng arcr Bcdroon

Selectcd
Arc¡¡ oß

Nunbcr of
Drelllngt

Mc¡n R¡don
Conccntatlo¡

(Bq mr)

UK
London
Edinburgh
Cardifr
Belfast
South-west Englandt
Eastern Englandt
Aberdeen

28
l3
16
35
t2
80
26
l8

2000
123

7
l0

3
50
95

9

20
ll
l3
20

9
63
l8
l0

Cornwall
Devon
Swansea
Central uplands.
Scotlandf

329
150

7
150
r70

390
zto
t4

180
42

r Cornwall and Devon
I Norfolk and Suffolk

confïned to the indoor environment.

Radon decay products
The immediate decay products of radon-222 a¡e radioactive

isotopes of solid elements and have short halÊlives. The decay
chain is shown in Figure 1. On inhalation, the decay products
may become lodged in the lung and the effective dose
equivalent rs of magnitude greater
than that from which they wereproduced. narrow attention to the
decay prod beta particles
and gamm s. The alpha
radiation is radiologically
significant

The concentration of radon decay products in indoor air is
determined by the radon gas concentration, the ventilation rate
and the rate of removal of the decay products to surfaces.
Since radon concent¡ations are higher indoors than outdoors
and, on average, only l07o of a person's time is spent
outdoors, most of the exposure from radon decay products
arises indoors,z

Natlonal and Regional Surveys

imprudent to. bring_in controls without fully understanding
existing co¡ditions. Systematic suryeys were therefore started,I
the objectives of which were:

(l): to determine the general distribution of radon con-
centrations in dwellings, to sea¡ch for correlations b€tween

standards could be assessed.
Gamma radiation levels were also ùo be measured for the sake
of completeness.

The first set of objectives is a national
postal surv_ey__of about 2000 dw tematically
from thc UK housing stock rates anð
averagc radon concentrations and main

I Derbyshire and Yorkshire
t Dúmfries and Galloway, Grampian, and Highland regions

bedroom are being determined and participants a¡e asked to
complete a questionnairo which will provide information on the
cha¡acteristics of the house and other related matters. Radon
concentrations are measured because there is no simple
technique available for measuring radon decay product
concentrations in a postal survey. Infonnation frõm the
questionnaires and otåer studies will be used to convert the
measurements into radon decay product exposures.

Indoor radon levels

_ Althorrgh the surveys themselves have now virtually
finishe{ a full analysis of the data has yet to be carried out anä

in the table.
In some cases the sample size is quite small and this limits

the accuracy of the estimates of the mea¡rs. Thus all that can be

tions in London are on average abut half the national average
values, in eastern England about equal to them, and in souti-

Although not given in the Table, the results from the survey
show that the gamma-ray dose rates are indeed somewhát
above the national values, being on average, about 40%
higher. This is due to the extensive use of granite as a building
material. The results in the Table, however, show the radoñ
levels are, if an¡hing below the averages for the UK. The
reasons for this are as yet u cau¡¡€s
are cited; low permeability of the
solum combined with good

The provisional results from tþe suryeys in those a¡easexpected are given in Table 3.Although hich-they occur, these
areas afe the results should not
bc considered as hole,,
The results given uses.
The full results time
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Flgure 2: Frequency distribution of radon concentration in air in the

living areas of some UK dwellings.

Teble 5: Lifetime Risks of Premature Death from Various
Causes including llng Cancer from Radon Decay
Products.

C.¡u¡ei Llfctimc rl¡lr

All malipant neoplasms
Ilng cancer from 100 000 ¡Sv a year
l,rlng cancer from I 0 cigarettes a day
Llng cancer from 50 0OO ¡rSv a Year
[,ung cancer from 25 000 ¡.tSv a year
Accidents in the home
Accidents on the road
[,ung cancer from 500O ¡Sv a year
Accidents to men at work
Cancer from average public exposure

to nuclear waste (2 pSv a Year)

lin5)

I x lO{ (l in 1000000)

¿x,
1t
6x
4t
2x
9x
8x
4x
2x

lùl
lÈ2
lù2
lù2
lù2
lù3
lù3
lù3
lù3

(l
(l
(l
(r

ln
tn
in
in
in
in
in
tn

l4)
l7)
2s)
s0)
l l0)
t2s)
250)
500)

Table 4: Annual Effective Dose Equivalents in UK Dwellings
from Radon DecaY Products.*

t The radiation units here refer to the effective dose equivalent.

Annual Effcctlvc Dore Equivdcnt

Cornw¡ll

logical Proæctionc is 1.65 x lG2 Sv-r (or I in60 per Sv). This
risk factor can be used to calculate the risk of lung cancer from

the lifetime risk of lung cancer from an annual effective dose

equivalent of 5000 ¡rSv is 4 x l0-3 (or I in 250), which is about
2c/o of the overall risk of fatal malignancy facing the average

individual or about 0.4% of the risk of death from all causes.

Remedies and Prevention

UK

Arithmetic Mean
Geometric Mean
95% fractile
99% fractile

430
2so

1200
2400

6 600
3 400

22000
50 000

periods
of expo
average
studied
average level. The levels in the houses in Devon and the
Cent¡al Uplands are

The spread ofvalue interest than
the actual means. The e data for the
a¡eas of Cornwall studied is shown in histogram form in Figure
2 along with the UK data
comparison Purposes. The res
dwellings in Cornwall are mo
above the national average.

Radon exposunes ønd rßlcs

A number of assumptions are required to convert radon
concentrations into annual effective dose equivalents from
radon decay products but these will not be discussed here.

Suffrce it tosay that an average indoor radon concent¡ation of
I Bq mr is currently considered to result in an annual effective

the dwellings 50 0OO ¡rSv.
There

natural r
The risk

recommended by the International Commission on Radie

* Provisional dat¿

The concentrations of radon and its decay products can be

reduced by increasing the ventilation. A simple measure such

as the removal of weather-stripping may be sufficient where

high radon levels a¡e caused by unusually low ventilation rates.

In other cases, electric fans might be installed to increase

cracks in the slab has also been successful in a UK dwelling'e
These passive methds have the advantage that little or no

maintenance is required and the occupant does not need to be

continuously aware of the radon problem.
Work in the UKs and Swedenro also demonstrates that

mechanical devices to temove radon from the underfloor sPace

are very at modest cost' These

devices, the disadvantage that
oc\casion the occupant must be
prepared to operate them.- 

Some of these remedial techniques could also be adopted as

prevent¡ve measures Çuring the constn¡ction of nen' dwellings

The Heating end Ventilating Engineer, Volume 59 No 675 21
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Flgure 3: The composition of the total radiation exposure of thÊ UK
population
on sites that would otherwise cause high exposure indoors. It
would, in fact be considerably easier to use appropriate
ba¡riers to prevent or reduce substantially the radon that might
enter new dwellings from the gound than to remedy existing
dwellings oD the same site. Modest changes to present desigr
and constn¡ction practices are likely to be sufficient to
minimise or virtually eliminate discontinuities in the structural
membrane separating the dwelling space from the ground
undemeath.

Protectlon Standardg

The mean dose to the UK population of 430 ¡r,Sv in a year
(Table 4) implies a hypothetical annual rate of death of about
400 per year if the usual assumptions are made that all doses
have an associated risk. In the short term, there is little that
can be done to reduce this. In the longer term, consideration
might be given to the establishing of desigrr standards for future
dwellings that would limit radon ingress from the ground.

At the present time, the main objective of any control policy
must be to prevent individuals from receiving too high doses.
Members of stafï of the National Radiological Protection
Board put forwa¡d suggestions regarding the limitation of
dose.tr A distinction was made between existing dwellings, for
which action would be remedial, and new dwellings, for which
prevention could be incorporated at the desigr and con-
struction stages. The suggestions were that there should be an
action level of 25 000 ¡rSv a year for existing dwellings and a
design level of l0 000 ¡rSv a year for new dwellings.

There is no absolute justihcation for these levels. The action
level of 25 0O0 ¡rSv a year for instance was considered
appropriate since continuous exposure at this level implies an
increase approaching loo/o n the lifetime risk of contracting
fatal cancer and an average risk of death comparable to that
from all conrmon accidents combined. Some might suggest
lower action levels but it must be remembered that the lower
the level, the larger will be the size of the problem and the
overall cost to the country. The estimated maximum nurnber of
dwellings that might be effected by an action level of 25 000
¡rSv a year is about 2OAO; at 5000 ¡rSv a year, the number
would be about 50 times higher. Furthermore, the law of
diminishing returns applies; as the action level is lowered, so
the cost per unit dose saved will increase.

The suggestions by members of NRPB staffwere considered
by the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution.tz The
recommendations of the RCEP given in its tenth report which
was published last year, are reproduced in full here.

(l): Priority should be given 0o devising effective
¡emedial measures for those existirrg houses where radon
concent¡ations are such as ùo cause anxiety, and to devising
preventive measures for new houses.

(2): Remedial action should be undertaken on existing
dwellings, initially on those where the annual effective dose

equivalent exceeds 25 mSv (25 000 pSv).
(3): A desigt limit should be applied to new dwellings.

On the basis of information available to us we favour an
annual effective dose equivalent limit of 5 mSv (5000
¡rSv), but a decision on the value should await the
assessment of recommendations in the forthcoming report
on cont¡ollable sources of radiation by the International
Commission on Radiological Protection

Since the RCEP report, the ICRP recommendations have
been publishedt¡ an{ althougb there are some differences,
largely of emphasis, they are broadly in line with the NRPB
staff suggestions.

That is essentially where the position on the development of
standa¡ds rests at the present time. Before the NRPB, as part
of its statutory functions, can offer formal advice to
GovernmenÇ the full and considered results of the surveys of
radon in dwellings and the studies of remedial and preventive
techniques are required It is expected that this information
will become available during 1986.

Implementation

There is much less concern and hence less interest in radiation
exposures of natural origin than of artificial origin and unless
some public awareness of the sipificance of indoor exposure is
generated, it is possible that any action to deal with the
problem will be misunderstood It is necessary therefore to
develop a systematic approach to public education about radon
in dwellings. The aims of a programme of information should
be to indicate that there is some risk from radon decay
produõts, that measures are feasible to reduce the risk,
that the problem is not acute even for high levels, but that
action is required without undue delay. To this end, the NRPB
has deliberately followed a policy of providing full information
on the national and regional suwey work and on the remedial
studies. This information has been widely reported in the
media, and further material will be released as the data a¡e
being analysed. But dissemination of information on potential
health hazards is not without its own risks as it can lead to
undue public anxiety or tìe accusation that one is merely
playing upon human fears.

The procedure for implementing standards has yet to be
determined in the UK, and no decision has been taken whether
statutory regulations or administrative procedures should be
used: indeed a combination of both may be most appropriate.
This is a matter for the appropriate Government department
rather than NRPB, but it is well to recogrise that there are
considerable difliculties in effecting controls over the enviro¡¡
ment in existing dwellings.

For new dwellings, the situation is, in principle, more
straightforward. Building regulations apply to the construction
of dwellings, and it would seem that, if they were deemed
appropriate, they could be used to avoid a hitherto ur
recognised hazard. Since radon levels in dwellings are afrected
by the type of floor or the use of radon barriers in the floor, and
since these are matters that could readily be inspected,
implementation should not pose serious problems.

Whatever procedure is used for implementing standards, it
will be necessary to establish methods for discovering
dwellings with high radon levels. Systematic measurements
will need to be mounted in all likely dwellings in areas
expected to yield high results using simple inexpensive
monitoring techniques. The detection of suspect building sites
would need to bc based on an assessment of geolgical
information, such as the type of ground and its permeability,
and a study of the results of any previous surveys of radon
levels in dwellings in the vicinity.

Conclo¡ion

Some risks of everyday life, such as those from driving and
flying are obvious; others, such as those from smoking can
only bc inferred from statistical information. The absence of

Continued on pagc 29
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principle of diffusion.

âbil¡ty and'range of applications
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its wider use.
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posium will be: to review frequency end microwave tech-

niques for the heating and
processing of non-metallic
materials in the frequencY range
1 - 3O0O MHz. Such tech-
niques can be used in a wide
ønge of industries for heating,
drying, curing, cooking, and
,(xnrng.

The technical sessions, dis-
cussions and associated ac-
tiv¡t¡es w¡ll be of interest ro

state of the art of

ln-
formation; assess the su¡t-

HUMAN EXPOSURE TO
RADON DECAY conrinued from Page 22

adequate
harm of
in some

of safety

standards.
Work in the UK and elsewhere has shown that methods for

about dose levels in dwellings, the aim being to limit the risks

to occupants. and these have been broadly endorsed by the

RCEP. These suggestions are also broadly in line with those

sites, which might
precautions were not
evised. These are the
he NRPB will offer

ue course.
dures need to be develoPed
standards. Decisions have

to be made on the degree of regulation required, and the lines

of responsibility will need to be clear. There is also a need to
increase public awareness of the matter in a way that does not
cause distress or confr¡sion but will facilitate the im-
plementation of the standards.
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Most of the instrumentation used for
both laboratory and field experiments
is contained in our Mobile Atmospheric
ReÒearch Laboratory (MARL). The
eight heaters tested in the laboratory
phase ofthis project had manufactu¡er's
fuel input ratings that ranged from
12,600 kJlh (12,000 Btu/Ï) tÐ 42,200
kJlh (40,000 Btu/Ï). The fuel input
ratings of the four heaters used in the
field phase ranged from 12,600 kJA
(12,000 Btu/Ìr) to 31,600 kJlh (30,000
Btu/l).

The environmental chamber is a
27-ma structure housed within a larger
building that buffers'outdoor environ-
mental fluctuatione. To prolnote air
mixing, six 10-cm low-flow fans are lo-
cated ineide the chamber in a manner

lndoor Air Pollution Due to Emisoions from Unventgd

Gas-Fired Space Heaters ::

Gregory W. Traynor, John R. Glrman, MlchaelG. Aple, and JAmes F. Dlllworlh
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Unlversity ol California
Berkeley, California

PaulD. Whlle
U.S. Consumer Product SafeÇ Commission
B€th€sda, Meryland

Oporallofl ol an unvenlod combudfon appllancc lndoors can clevalo.pollulânl conccnlra-
. 110ñ6. Under laboralory condlllgm, grygQn conOumpllor ratcs and pollulanl cmls$lon ralc¡ ol

GO, CO2, NO, NOz, HCHO and $¡Þrnlcron suspondsd pertlclcr em¡tlcd trom eþhl unvcntod
ga¡'llred çacc heelcrs opcralod wllh wclt adluslcd alr shullcrs at parllal and lull lucl coñ-

¡umptlori rales w¡ro detdrmlnod in a 27-qr chambcr. Emlsclon råto¡ ucrc. al3o dclcrmlned
'lo¡isome heelcrs gpcrallng uod.r poorly tunod condltlons. Four of lho clght heatcr¡ rerc
uràrnquóntly lêsted ln a 240-m3 rctcarch housc wllh 0,36-1.14 alr changos per houl. Brocd,
on th€¡Guremeîls near slcady ¡lçtc, clcady slato pollulant and oxygen lcvcl¡ wcre proþclcd:

1930-11,lOO ppm lor CO2, 1.0-26 pprñ for 90 (under wcll-luned condlllons),0.40-1.40 ppm

lor Ì1O2, and 19,1-20.7 oh lw Or. Goncenliallons ol CO2, QO, and ÌlO2 .omcllñcs crcecdcd
or¡ldooråor occüpaflonal guldelkÛe. Anafdr ¡howcd lhet CO, NO, and NO2 firkalon rat6 c¿n

vary wlth l¡mo ând lhal, whllc ¡horl-lcrm cmlcaloî ralcs derlved lrom lôboralory lestt rcr.
conslslénl rlth lnlllal emlttlon râlc3 obs€ryed ln lhe llcld, lhcy dld not alwais corrc¡pond lo
6leady slal€ emlsólon ralec.

The field research house is an unoc-
It has been demonstratcd that operating tatlve iridoor poflutant levels- from use cupied, partially furnished, one story
unvented combuqtion appliances in- of an UVGSII ih a regidçnce. (Indoor .esidetr"ã with an ai¡ volume of 240 m3.
{oo¡s increases tþe indoor co_ncentra- p94g!q!t levels, fror.r the use of The air sampling sites were located 1.5
tions of several pollut¿nts.r 5 One such UVGSHs depend on E¡any factors-the ' 

m above thehoo'r. ttt" fireplace and all
qn-
ater
the

ions
from eight UVGSHs under laboratory tested for their cons
conditions and from fou¡ heaters under ' (OÐ and for their e

controlled-field conditions. The eight monoxide (CO), ca¡

tory and field re-

lrlru¡n¡nt¡tlon

. The MARL is deeigned for remote -
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ements were con- 
' The MARL

situations, and to determine represen- ducted in an unoccupied residence. copyri¡hrre8o-AirPollutioncontrolAmi¡tion
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sampling system continuously draws air
samples through Teflon tubing from
four locations and uses a multipoint
timing system to automatically switch
between sites at pre-set intervals. Teflon
filters are placed at the inlets of the
sampling lines for protection against
particulate matter.

A refrigerated bubbler sampler was

used to collect HCHO for subsequent
laboratory analysis.e Suspended par-
ticulate concentrations, for particles
between 0.0056 and 0.56 ¡rm in diameter,
were measured using an electrical mo-
bility analyzer.lo Generally, particles
were measured every 10 minutes.

Modellng

A single-equation, mass-balance
model was used to calculate pollutant
emission rates of the UVGSHs from
laboratory data using a technique pre-
viously published.s This model has been
used successfully to predict indoor air
pollution levels as well as ùo determine
indoor air quality parameters that can
affect such levels,H'11'I2

The mathematical expression for a
change in the average indoor gaseous
pollutant concentration ofa whole house
is:

d,c = pacoat +Jat

- (o r k)C dt (t)

where: C = indoorpollutant
concentration (ppm);

Co = outdoor pollutant
concentration (ppm);

P = fraction ofthe outdoor
pollutant level that
penetrates the building
shell (unitless);

ø = air exchange rate (h-1);
S = indoor pollutant source

strength (cm3À);
V = volume (m3);
¡t = net rate of removal

processes other than air
exchange (h-1):

For particles, C and Co are usually ex-

pressed in units of pg/m3 and S in units
of pg/h. Assuming C o, P, e, S, and å are
constant over the time period of interest,
Eq. 1 can be solved for C(t) to give:

C(t)='#[l-e-to+r)t1
+ C(0) ¿-(a+h)t (2)

Eq. 2 describes the spatial average con-
centration of a pollutant in an encloeed
space of a given volume.

Solving Eq. 2 for S, dividing it by the
fuel consumption rate, ß (kJlh), and
letting ? equal the du¡ation ofappliance
operation, we can obtain the emission
rate, E (pg/kJ for particles and cm3/kJ
for gases):

F=s
R

C(T') - C(0)e-to+={<o + n,t
[l - e-to+ntr¡

_y!p (B)

For gases, E, in cm3/kJ, has been
converted to l¿glkJ by using the ideal gas
law and the time-weighted average
temperature and pressure in the space
of concern. Notæ that Eq. 3 relies on the
linal average indoor pollutant concen-
tration, C(?). For laboratory tests, the
use ofmixing fans increases the accuracy
and precision of the C(T) measure-
ment.

Laboratory Têsl Protocol

Prior to tests, all heaters were tuned
by adjusting the air shuttcr for a mini-
mum CO concentration measured just
above the heater and by visually ob-
serving the flame cha¡actcristics. For the
partial input tests, fuel consumption
rates were set by adjusting the heater's
gas control valve to obtain a flame ap-
proximately one half its full input
height.

Aftær the mixing fans were turned on,
indoor and outdoor background mea-
surements were made. Then the heater
was ignited and operatæd until ap-
proximately 5500 kJ (5.0 fta) of natural

gas was consumed. After the heater was
shut off, the decay of pollutant levels in
the chamber was monitored for one
hour. Data from this decay period were
used t,o calculatæ the air exchange rate,
the reactivity rate, and the peak con-
centration for each pollutant.s A one-
hour measurement of average HCHO
concentration was made simultaneously
inside and outside the chamber during
the decay portion ofthe test. Following
the decay period, pollutant levels out-
side the chamber were measured for 15
minutes.

Flold Te¡t Protocol

The measurement protocol for field
testing was similar to that of the labo-
ratory tests. The main differences were
that the heatærs were operated from two
to eight hours and th¡ee indoor locations
and one <iutdoor location were moni-
tored on a rotating basis.

The WGSHs were operated in either
the living room or the bedroom. COz,
CO, NOz, NO, and 02 concentrations
from outdoors, kitchen, living room, and
bedroom were recorded every minute on
a rotating basis with six minutes at each
site. Data generated during this cycle
were treated by discarding the fi¡st thee
data points and averaging the last three
data poink, thus obtaining one "obser-
vation" every six minutes, i.e., twenty-
four minutes elapsed between observa-
tions at a single site. For some data an-
lyses the average pollutant concentra-
tion ofthe whole house was required and
the gas-phase pollutant data from the
three indoor locations were averaged.

For each test, the average air ex-
change rate olthe house was determined
by taking a time-weightæd average of the
air exchange rate computed from the
rise of the COz concentration and the
rate detærmined from the decay of COz.
The difference between the "decay" and
"rise" air exchange rates averaged 0.04
+ 0.10 h-1, not significantly different
from zero. The average relative standa¡d
deviation for the rise and decay air er-
change rates was 107o.

Table I. Pollutant emission rates from eight well-tuned, unvented gas-fired space heaters operated at full input in an envi¡onmental
chamber with low ventilation.

(a Fuel
consumption

i rate
(kJ/h)

No. of CO NOz N (of NO,)
(psAJ) (þelkJl

CozNO
tuelw)

Oz

0ÆlkJ)
HCHO
çrekll

Particles"
htçkJlHeatera tests (t'slkJl çq,/kJ)

9.6

L7

L2A
204
304
168
408
20c
30c
40c

3
3
1

1

2
2
I
2

10,100
22,800
35,400
1?,900
44,7N
22,8N
31,900
43,000

114
29
25

165
63
t4
11
13

9.6
23
22
14

4.2
0.61
0.59
0.55
0.96
0.91
0.43
0.61

3.2
0.39
0.06
0.49
0.09
0.?9
0.64
0.24

20
13
11
18
20
11

t0

11

t4
L4
L2
l4
11
L2
t2

ã0,000
50,100
49,900
61,500
51,000
50,100
52,600
õ4,600

-67,400
-7r,700
-?2,900
-71,S0
-68,900
-?3,700
-73,700
-71,000

l6
19
19

. Identification code: 408 = 40,0Q0 Btu/h (42,200 kJ/h) heater from manufacturer B, Heat cont¿nt of natutal gas was 39,1 kJ/L.
b Mass of particles from 0.0056 to 0.56 ¡rm in diameter analyzed by an electrical mobility detector, assuming a particle density of 2.0 g/cm3
c Heat¿r subjected to extensive tuning and considered optimally tuned.
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Results and Dlscusslon

Laboralory Resulls

To assess the reproducibility of lab-
oratory emission rate tests, five experi-
ments were repeated in duplicate and
two experimenLs were repeated three
times. The seven experiments included
teste of heaters under well-tuned and
maltuned conditions under low and high
ventilation rates and one experiment
with the heater under partial fuel input.
The means of the ¡elative standard de-
viations (with the ranges in pa¡enthese€)
for the pollutant emission rates and Oz
consumption rates in the seven sets of
replicate experiments wete: 3.ÙVo

(0.S-5.07o) for COz; 2.6Vo (L.0-5.37o) f.or

Oz;\îVo (5.3-80ø0) for CO; l4%o(2.2-35Vo)
for NO; LSVo (6.2-27Vo) for NOz; 7'7%
(2.0-L6Vo) for N (of NO');25Vo (I1Vo-
397o) for HCHO; and 537o (6.G{37o) for
submicron particles. (Only three data
sets were used to determine the repro-
ducibility of submicron particulate
measurements.)

Since the va¡iations in the COz and Oz
replicate measurements were low, out
technique for determining emission
rates appears to be precise. The ob-
served variations ofthe other pollutants
appea¡ real since the variations are
greater than the precisions of their in-
strumentation and greater than the
relative standard deviations ofthe COz
and Oz emission rates.

Full input tests on well-tuned heat-
ers. Table I presents the test results for
well-tuned heaters operated at full
input. (A heater code of 30C represents
a 30,000 Btu/Ìr heater from manufac-
turer C.) "Well-tuned," except when
otherwise indicated, denotes the inten-
tion of the test rather than an assess-
ment of the results. That is, we at-
tempted to optimize tuning (i.e., mini-
mize CO emissions) by adjusting the air
shutter using a hand-held CO monitor.
However, after a test was completed, it
was sometimes evident that the heater
had not been optimally tuned. Except in-
the case of the 304 heater, no readjust-
ments were made after the initial tuning,-
based on the assumption that the typical
consumer would not have readjustcd the
heater. The C0e.emission rates and the
02 consumption rates were relatively
constant for all UVGSHs. The average
CO2 and Oz emission rates of the indi-
vidual tests shown in Table I a¡e 51,100

ttg/l.J and.-70,900 ¡rglkJ, respectively.
The relative standard deviation of the
measuremente for both,COz and Oz waI¡

r 37o., Based on tþe composition of the
na{ural gas used (Pacific Gas and Elec.
tric, San Francisco) we calculated a
theoretical CO2 emission rate of 51,000
pglkJ and a theoretical 02 consumption
rate of 73,200 pe/kJ; both values were .,

consistent with tþose measured.

The average NO emission rate for the
eight heaters was 1?.3 ! 4.2 pg/kJ and
the NO2 rate was 14.1 + 4.5 FelkJ. The
average emission rate for nitrogen of the
nitrogen oxides (N of NO,, where NO,
= NO + NO2) was 12.6 + 1.5 pClkJ. Al-
though NO, emission rates were fairly
consistent for all eight well-tuned
heaters, individual emission rates for
NO and NO2 varied between heaters.

As noted, the CO emission rates were
much more variable than the emission
rates of other pollutants. Five heaters
had CO emission rates of less than 30
trg/kJ and the other three heaters had
much higher rates, up to 165 pC/kJ.
Another research team investigating
natural-gas combustion appliances ob-
served that the CO emission rates across
appliances appear to be lognormally
distributed.ls Our results a¡e consistent
with that observation. The geometric
mean of the CO emission rates is 34
pg/kJ, and the geometric etandard de-
viation (GSD) is 2.80.

HCHO emission rates may also follow
a lognormal distribution bècause, like
CO, HCHO is a product of incomplete
combustion. The geometric mean
emission rate was 0.81 tre/kJ (GSD =
2.04). Heater 124 had the highest
HCHO emission rate, averaging 4.2
pg/kJ, based upon three tests. This
heater also had the highest particulate
emission rate, averaging 3.2 ¡tglkJ, for
particles between 0.0056 to 0.56 ¡rm in
diametær. The mass median diameter of
the particulate emissions for selected
experiments ranged from 0.12 ¡^rm to
0.19 ¡rm (mean GSD = 2.1). The partic-
ulate emission rates from all UVGSHg
followed a lognormal distribution with
a geometric mean of 0.38 t¿ClkJ (GSD =
3.5).

Partial-input tests on well-tuned
heaters. Tests were conducted on
UVGSHs operated at partial fuel input.
Although all three manufacturers in-
formed us that these heaters were not
designed to be used at partial input, we
found that all heaters tæsted operated at
partial input without difficulty or ap-
parent deterioration in performance.
The range of fuel input adjustment,
while not large, allows the user to obtain
a more constant indoor temperature.
While deemed by the manufacturers to
be a misuse of the product,ìoperating at
pa.rtial input may be common among
u$ers.

. On average, the emission rate for each,
pollutant measured, except COz, wàs
lower during partial-input operation
than.during.full-input operation. The
NO, NOz, and N (of NO") average L

emission rates'were 13.0 + 2.0 Fg/kJ,
10.2 * 2.2 pelk¡ and 9.2 *. L.l pelkJ;
respectively. The geometric means foÍ'
CO and HCHO emission rates were 17.2

É.c/kJ (GSD = 2.1) and 0.52 pglkJ (GSD

= 3.3), respectively. The geometric

zt ?8 35 4?
Air sluller opening (%)

' Fþure 1. Peak CO, NO2 and NO¡ ioncenùatlofls
versus th€ prirnary air shutt€r opening for a 31,700
kJ/h unvented gas-tlrod spåc€ h€ater (heat€r code:

¡ 304) aft€r combustlng 142 L (5 fÉ¡ of natrral gas ln
a 27-nf envlronmental chamber, The chamber alr
was well-mixed and th€ ventilatlon rate was aÞ
proximat€ly 0.4 ach.

mean emission rate for submicron par-
ticles was determined to be less than or
equal to 0.05 pglkJ.

Tuning úests. The variability of CO
emissions prompted further testing of
the sensitivity of emission rates to ad-
justments of the air shutter. We mea-
sured peak CO, NO, and NOz concen-
trations from heater 304 after com-
busting l42L 6fÊ) of natural gas under
constant ventilation conditions (0.4 ach)
with adjustment of the air shutter as the
only variable (see Figure 1). Throughout
the range of shutter settings depicted, 0
to 42Vo of fully open, the visual flame
characteristics were good. With the air
shutter opening increased from 2l9o to
32Vo of fully open (only a 10" rotation of
the shutter) the CO concentration in-
creased by a factor of 9.

Although NO, emissions were not
quite as sensitive to tuning as the CO
emissions, the NOz to NOr ratio was
very sensitive, varying from approxi-
mately 0.2 at a 217o shutter opening to
almost 1.0 at a 427o shutter opening. The
NO2 emissions valied only by a factor of
2 over the shutter opening range of07o to
427o open. As expected, the minimum
CO emission occurs near the same
shutter setting as the maximum NO,

.production; i.e., the flame is hottest
when 'combustion is most complete.
HoweVer, fïnding an NOz emission
minimum near the CO emission mini-
mum was unexpected.

Additional tests were conducted on
the 304 heater with the air shutter
cornpletely closed and fully open. With
the air shutter closed, the CO emission
rate was L59 pg/kJ,NO was l1.L pg/kJ,
NOz was 13.7 pelkJ, HCHO was 1,1

tlg/kJ, and submicron particulate
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Fuel
consumption Number CO NO NO

Heaters" rate (kJ/h) of tests (Fe/kJ) (pe/r'J) (FC/kJ)

Table II. Average pollutant emission
operated at full input in an unoccupied

rates from unvented gas-fired space heaters
field research house.

and 53,500 pglkJ for the 168 heater.
These values are within 5% of both the
laboratory-derived emission rate of
5f,100 pelkJ and the theoretically-de-
rived emission rate of 51,000 pg/kJ.

The consumption rates of 02 were
derived from the data in a similar man-
ner. The results showed 02 consuinption
rat€s of 68,900 pglkJ for the 304/30C
heaters and 65,200 pe/xJ fo¡ the 164
heater. These values a¡e within 970 of the
laboratory-derived O2 consumption rate
of 70,9ü) pBlkJ and within 117o of the
theoretical 02 consumption rate of
73,200 pelkJ.

Although, at the levels observed, the
depletion of 02 would not normally be
considered a health hazard, COz levels
did exceed existing air quality standards
and guidelines. The U.S. Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) has promulgated a time-
weighted average CO2 occupational
standa¡d of 5000 ppm for an eight-hour
exposule,l4 and the American Society of
Heating, Refrígerating, and Air Condi-
tioning Engineers, Inc. (ASHRAE) has
recommended a COz "continuous
guideline" of 2500 ppm.r5 The steady
ståtÆ COz levels generated from the
30A/30C heaters exceeded the ASH-
RAE guideline in every experiment and
exceeded the OSHA ståndard for all
experiments where the air exchange rate
was below 0.8 ach. The steady ståte COz
levels generated by the 168 heater ap-
proached the OSHA standard at 0.46
ach and exceeded the ASHRAE stan-
da¡d for all experiments below 0.9 ach.

Carbon ¡nonoxide. The flrnal observed
CO concentrations (measured just be-

Air exchonge rote (h-l)

Flgur.2. Prolected steady state CO2 concontrÊ.
tlons æsoclâtod wlth th€ use ot unvented gao-llrcd
space hoatrs vs, lñ€ ak cxchång3 rats ol thô ÌìotÁa.
Tosts w€re conducted ln a 24Gm3 unoccuplod re-
s€ddì houso. ïÌl€ solld lirì€s ero €ÍÞklcel flts ol tlp
datÂ to tho reclprocal ot lhô ak €xcharigo rate fû tho
304/30C and 168 heaters.

N (of NO)
çt,/kJl State oftune

12A
304
30A'
304
168
30c

9,510
31,400
31,õ00
31,900
16,800
31,200

32
11 +6
37 +20

620
190 + 30

T2

24
29+4
22+r
<0.1

20+3
29

8.6
7.5 + 1.9
9.0 + 1.7

20
18+2

7.4

L4
16+2
13+1

6.1
t5 +2

16

well tuned
well tuned
excess fuel
excess air
well tuned
well tuned

1

5
3
1

7
1

t ldentification code: 30C = 30,000 Btu/h (31,600 kIlì) heat¿r from manufacturer C. Heat
contents of natu¡al gas wa¡ 39.1 kJlL,

a

emissions were less than 0.04 pg/kJ.
With the air shutter fully open, the CO
emission rate was 5L7 pglkJ, NO was
0.04 pg/kJ, NOz was lL.5 pglkJ, HCHO
was 20.3 pg/kJ and submic¡on pa¡ticu-
late emissions were below 0.04 ¡rg/kJ.
The very high CO and HCHO emissions
with the shutter fully open again dem-
onstrate the importance of tuning on the
pollutant emission rate of this type of
combustion appliance.

The 40C heater was also tested for
pollutant emission rates with its shutter
closed and fully open. The results show
that this heater was relatively insensi-
tive to tuning compared to the 304
heater. With iLe air shutter closed, the
CO emission rate was 35 ¡tg/kJ,NO was
13.7 pglkJ, NO2 was 11.2 ¡¿glkJ, HCHO
was0.22 þg/kJ, and the submicron par-
ticulate emission rate was 0.07 pg/kJ.
With the air shutter fully open, the CO
emission rate was 8 ¡rg/kJ, NO was 19.9
pglkJ, NO2 was 8.4 p.glkl, HCHO was
0.49 pglkJ, and the submicron particu-
late emission rate was less than 0.04
pglkJ. The shutt€r setting did not affect
the CO and HCHO emissions of the 40C
heater as much as it did those of the 304
heater. The burner design in heaters
from manufacturer C is very different
from that of the other two manufactu¡-
ers. Instead of having a flat rectangular
burner with many small circular ports
which produce many small "flamelets,"
the 40C burner has relatively few sloLs
cut across a cylindrically-shaped burner
which produÒe softer "feathered"
flames.

Fleld Test Rcaulls

The field emission rate test results of
four UVGSHs (124,304, 168, and 30C)
are described in Table II¡ Two of the
heaters (304 and 168) ryere used to as-
sess the effects on indoor pollutant lev-
els of varying air exchange rates.

Because steady state concentrations
u¡ere'not reached before the UVGSH
was turned off, the final pollutant con-.
centration is a fraction of the steady
state concentration. That fraction was
determined theoretically from Eq. 2

using the measured air exchange rate of

the houge and the combustion time of
the appliance. A "projected" steady
state value was then determined by
correcting the fTnal whole-house con-
centration. AtleastT?To of the projectæd
steady state concentration was reached
in every experiment except for the two-
hour experiments on heaters 30C and
l2A, where approximately half of the
projected steady state concentrations
were reached. Typically, final indoor
concentrations were over 90% of the
steady state concentration. At the end
of the UVGSH tests, the indoor/outdoor
temperature differences ranged fÌom
4.6oC (8.3oF) to22.6oC (40.7'F).

During the field tests, the pollutants
mixed rapidly throughout the house,
presumably because of the large con-
vective forces of the heater and the lack
of ba¡riers in the house-all interior
doors were open. At the end of the
UVGSH burns, CO2 concentrations in
the kitchen, living room, and bedroom
were within t4Vo of their mean for all
tests and, on average, were within 87o of
their mean. Even when the heater was
operated in the bedroom, rapid mixing
took place. The attainment of uniform
temperature in va¡ious parts of the
house was generally not as rapid as the
attainment of uniform pollutant con-
centrations and is probably explained by
the thermal storage capacity of the walls
and other intærior surfaces that buffer
changes in air temperature.

Carbon díoxide and oxygen. A graph
depicting the projected steady-state
concentrations for COz versus the air
exchange rate of the research house is
shown on Figure 2. The curved lines
drawn on the figurerepresent empirical
fits of the data to the reciprocal of the air
exchange rate for the 304/30C heaters
and the 168 heater. These cürves dem-
onstrate that the steady. state concen-
trations of nonreactive gases whose
source strength is constant follow the

'theoretical dependence on air exchange
rate.,The curves; less background, are
straight lines in logJog space with an
intercept equal to ln (S/V). Because V
(and fi) are known; S (and -8) can be
calculated. For CO2,.E was calculated to
be 51,600 ¡¿glkJ for the 304/30C heaters
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Fþur.3. Projoct€d steedy ståt€ CO concontra-
tlons a$oclatcd with th€ use o, unventod gas-f¡r€d

spaca hætas vs. lhc ak excfunge rate of tho hoG€.
Tesle woro conduct€d in a 24G+n3 unoccupied ra
scarcfi lu¡se.

fore the heaters were turned offl ranged
from'1.0 to 23 ppm, with the exception
of one maltuned test, where it reached
89 ppm. The projected steady state
concerttrations a¡e shown graphically on- Figure 5. As observed in our laboratory
studies, CO emission rates arê not con-
stant from heater to heater nor for an
individual heater with different air to

' fuel ratios. For these reasons, we applied
a different analysis for CO from that
used for COz and Oz.
I ' One of the primary goals of this study

' was to investigate the applicability of
laboratory-derived emission rates to
,field conditions. To accomplish this
t^çk, CO emission rates observed in the
held were calculatæd ming a constrained
least-squares technique on the rise
portion of the pollutant profile. The
source strength, S, of CO was allowed to
vary while the air exchange rate was
constrained to be the value determined
using CO2 as the tracer, since at steady
staþ the pollutant source strength and
the air exchange rate cannot be simul-

' taneously determined. Because we
constrained the fïtted initial concen-
tration to be equal to the measured ini-

'tial concentration, our procedure does
not give as much weight to the early

ì points (near ignition) as to the later
' ' points (near steady ståt€). A list of these

regression-derived "average" emisgion
rates,ate inoluded in Table II along with

i ' those for NO, NOz and N (of NO").
In addition to the "avelage" emission

rates'determined by regression, CO
sourre strengths were estimated for the
i¡tbrval between every two whole-house
CO data points, (i.e., every 24 minutes
except for the initial estimate). These
estimates were made in two steps. First,

two adjacent whole-house CO and CO2
estimates were inserted into Eq. 3 as
C(0) and C("). (The other parameters
in Eq. 3 were determined elsewhere.)
This step yielded "uncorrected, semi-
continuous" CO and CO2 emission rate
values at 24-minute intervals. Second,
the uncorrected CO emission rate values
were adjusted by multiplying them by
the ratio of 51,100 pglkJ (the known
CO2 emission rate) and the uncorrected
CO2 emission rate. This second step in-
creased the accuracy of our semicon-
tinuous CO emission rates by reducing
the effect of short-term incomplete
mixing, which should affect CO2 in the
same manner as it affects CO.

Thc results of this semicontinuous
analysis of source strength shows that
CO emissions can radically change with
time. The initial emission rate of CO,
such as that measu¡ed in the laboratory,
can be very different from the final
steady state emission rate. Figure 4
shows the great variability in the tem-
poral CO emission rate profîle for rep-
resentative tests. The CO emission rat€s
during some heater tests drop after an
initia.l warm-up period (see Figure 4).
Aftær the wa¡m-up period, changing 02,
CO2, and H2O concentrations in the
house air may also affect the temporal
CO emission rate profile by slightly
changing flame temperature or other
flame cha¡acteristic. This may explain
the rise in the CO emission rates for
some tests between approximately 20
and 90 minutes after ignition.

Carbon monoxide êmission rates can
vary substantially from heater to heater,
test to test, and also with time. While
the reasons for the variation in CO

emission rates are not well understood,
it is apparent that tuning (i.e., the pri-
mary airlfuel ratio) plays a major role in
the variations observed for a single
heater. It is also apparent that the CO
levels in a house with an UVGSH can
exceed outdoor air quality standards.
Nine of the eighteen tests resulted in
projectæd steady ståte CO levels ex-
ceeding the EPA's eight-hour standa¡d
of 9 ppm.16 Seven of these tests involved
the 168 heater. The 304 heater tested
under excess-air (maltuned) conditions
exceeded the EPA'g one-hour standard
of 35 ppm.

Air exchonge rote (h-l)

Flgure 5. Proiected steady stat6 NO2 conc€ntra-
tlons assoc¡ated with tlÞ use of unvent6d gas-fired
spac€ healêrs vs. tlþ ak exchange rate of th€ house.
Tests wer€ conduct€d in e 24Gma unoccupied ro.
sgarch hous€.
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Nitrogen oxides. Measured NO, NOz
and NO, levels at the time the heater
was shut off ranged from less than 0.01
to 5.1 ppm for NO; 0.23-L.4 ppm for
NOz; and 1.2-6.4 ppm for NO'. Average
field emission rates and semicontinuous
emission rates were calculated for NO,
NOz, and N (of NO, ). These rates were
calculated as reported with CO, except
that a reactiVity ratc term was included
in the model.

The reactive decay rate, as defined by
our model, is the net first-order rate of
removal of'a pollutant by means other
than air exchange. In other words, the
difference between the decay rate of a
reactive pollutant and that of a non-
reqctive pollùtant, such as COz, afþr the
souice is turned offyields the first-order
reactivity rate. The reactivity rates
measured during the pollutant decay
periods were applied throughout the
tæst. The âverage reactivity rates for NO
and NO,, 0.04 + 0.0E h-l and 0.08 *
0.08 h-1, respectively, are similar to
those observed previouslys in the same
research house where a gas-fired range
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was the pollutant source. However, the
NO2 reactivity rates were much lower,
averaging 0.20 + 0.13 h-l in the present
tests in contrast to 1.29 t 0.67 h-l in the
earlier tests. The major differences be-
tween the two studies a¡e that water was
boiled during the earlier tests and the
interior of the house had been painted
between the two studies. However, there
was no significant difference in the
whole-house average relative humidities
observed in the two studies.

.By using the reactivity rates along
with the air exchange rates, it was pos-
sible to determine how close our final
measlurement of whole-house pollutant
concentrations was to our projected
steady-state levels. The NOz levels for
the 304 and 168 heater tests reached
between 83.4Vo and. 99.97o of steady
state. Projected steady state levels were
calculated for NOz and are shown in
Figure 5.

Semicontinuous emission rate data
for representative tests are shown
graphically in Figure 6 for NO2 and
Figure 7 for N (of NO,). Fo¡ N (of NO,),
the emission rate consistently increases
during an initial warm-up period, peaks
between approximately 15 and 60 min-
utes of operation and then, gradually
decreases. After approximately 90
minutes, the N (of NO,) emission rate
appears fairly stable. Although not all
the factors that:affect the temporal N (of
NO,) emission rate profile are known,
it appears to be affected by at least two
phenomena. First, the N (of NOr)
emission rate rapidly inc¡eases while the
heater is warming up and, presumably,
the flame temperature is increasing.
Second, the N (of NO,) emission rate
decreases as the 02 level decreases and
the CO2, H2O, and other combustion
product concentrations increase. This

? 3

Time (h)

345
Time (h)

Flgurc 7. N (of NOr) emlss¡on rates versus tlme
lor repros€ntåtlvo controlled l¡eld tests in an unoc-
cupl€d r€s€arch hous€.

change in suppþ air composition may
cause cooling of the flame, thus ac-
counting for the general decrease in the
N (of NO,) emission rate. Although
consistent with the temporal CO emis-
sion rate profile of some tests, this ex-
planation is speculative and further re-
sea¡ch is needed to test this hypothesis.
The NOz temporal emission rate profiles
are more complicated than those of N
(of NO,), probably because the NO2
emission depends on factors other than
flame temperatu¡e while the N (of NO')
emission rate is driven primarily by the
flame temperature.

Of NO, NOz, and NO', only NO2 is
regulated by outdoor standards. The
only short-tærm NOz standard promul-
gated by a state or federal organization
is the state of California stånda¡d of 0.25
ppm for a one-hour average exposure.r?
All projected NOz steady state concen-
trations and all but one of the actual
final NOz concentrations exceeded this
one-hour standard (see Figure 5). The
single exception for the final NO2 con-
centration was for a two-hour test with
heater 124 with a fuel consumption rate
of only 9510 kJA. The final NOz level
reached in that test was 0.23 ppm.

Particulates and forrnaldehyde. ln
general the particulate,and formalde-
hyde concentrations were low. The
highest sustained submicron particulatc
concentration was approximately 40
pglms during one tést using the 304
heater under well-tuned conditions.
This value is below the long-term EPA
outdoorstandard of 76 pg/m3 for total
suspended particulates.l6 However, it is
not clear how applicable this standard
is to indoor stispended particles since
the chemical and physical natu¡e ofsuch
particles can be very diffeient from
those of outdoor origin.

Of all the tests for formaldehyde, only
one (heater 304 under excess air condi-
tion) showed formaldehyde levels to be
above the most stringent HCHO stan-
dard,0.10 ppm.18 A concentration of 1.3
ppm was reached during that test. This
test also produced high CO levels and
was the only test conducted under the
maltuned condition of excess air. The
HCHO emission rate in this test was
estimated to be 14 pglkJ, assuming a
reactivity rate of 0.4 h-1 based on earlier
chamber results.s

Concluslons

The goals of this study were to quan-
tify pollutant emission rates in the lab-
oratory, to determine whether labora-
tory-derived emission rates were appli-
cable to field situations, and to deter-
mine actual indoor pollutant levels
caused by the use of an unvented gas-
firred space heatær in a real house. Lab-
oratory-derived emission rates have
been measured and can be correlated to
initial field-derived emission rates.
Laboratory data are also applicable
when emission rates are constant over
time such as for COz, 02, NOr and, for
certain heaters, NO, NOz, and CO. This
study also confirmed the importance of
appliance tuning especially for CO, NOz,
and HCHO emissions.

With regard to the third goal, we ob-
served levels of COz and NOz at or above
existing standards or guidelines during
most controlled field tests. Based on
NO2 findings alone, we must conclude
that UVGSHs may pose a threat to the
health of occupants living in houses
where such appliances are used. Fur-
thermore, depending upon such factors
as the size of the heater, its state of tune,
the volume and air exchange rate ofthe
house, and the occupants'heater usage
pattern, exposure to COz, CO, and
HCHO may also exceed concentration
limits set by environmental health or
government agencies and may pose an
additional health hazard.
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